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BANACH LATTICE-VALUED q-VARIATION AND
CONVEXITY
GUIXIANG HONG
Abstract. In this paper, we show that the q-variation for differential
operator is not bounded in Lp(R;L∞(R)) for any 1 < p < ∞. As a con-
sequence, the q-variation operator can not be used to characterize the
Hardy-Littlewood property of the underlying Banach lattice. Moreover,
for Ko¨the function spaces X with X∗ norming such that X is r-convex
for some large r, and X is not s-convex for any s, r < s < ∞, we ob-
tain lower bounds of the (Lp(R;X), Lp(R;X)-bounds of the q-variation
operator, which tends to ∞, as r tends to ∞.
1. Introduction
In recent years, many research papers in probability, ergodic theory and
harmonic analysis (see e.g. the references appearing in the Introduction of
[5]) have been devoted to the study of the boundedness of the q-variation op-
erators, with 2 < q <∞, acting on scalar-valued functions. The q-variation
operators can be viewed as ‘better’ operators than the maximal operators
in the sense that they immediately imply the pointwise convergence of the
underlying family of operators without using the Banach principle via the
corresponding maximal inequality, and they can be used to measure the
speed of convergence of the family. Very recently, vector-valued q-variations
for differential operators and semigroups, i.e. q-variation operators acting
on vector-valued functions, have also been considered in [5] [6].
Let X be a Banach lattice. Given a locally integrable function f : R→ X,
for any t > 0, the differential averages At is defined as
Atf(x) =
1
t
∫ t
−t
f(x− y)dy.
Let J be a finite subset of R+, the Hardy-Littlewood operator MJ on X-
valued functions f is defined as
MJf(x) = sup
t∈J
|Atf(x)|,
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where the sup is a sup in the lattice X. This accounts for the need to take
a finite collection of radii J . When X is a Ko¨the function space, then we
can take the sup on R+. We refer the readers to [7] for more information
on Banach lattices and Banach function spaces. The q-variation operator
Vq,J(A) on X-valued functions f is defined as
Vq,J(A)f(x) = sup
{ti}⊂J
(∑
i
|Atif(x)−Ati+1f(x)|q
)1/q
where the supremum is taken over all decreasing sequences {ti} in J . It is
obvious that the q-variation operator is bigger than the maximal operator,
hence ifX is a Banach lattice such that Vq,J(A) is bounded in Lp(R;X), then
so does MJ . It is a natural question that whether the reverse implication
could remain true?
In this paper, we give a negative answer. Precisely, we will show the
following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let 2 < q < ∞, then Vq,J(A) is not uniformly (w.r.t. J ’s)
bounded in Lp(R;L∞(R)) for any 1 < p <∞.
This result provides a negative answer of the above question, since it
is well-known that MJ ’s are uniformly bounded on Lp(R;L∞(R)). The
idea of the proof is to construct L∞(R)-valued function such that we can
compute the lower bound, which is partially inspired by the arguments for
the behavior of q-variation for the heat semigroup in L∞(R) developed in
[1] by Betancor et al.
The following result gives a quantitative description of Theorem 1.1 in
the Banach function space level. Given a Ko¨the function space X. Then we
can define the following quantity for fixed 1 < p <∞ and 2 < q <∞,
CX(A) = sup
f∈Lp(R;X)
sup
J
‖Vq,J(A)f‖Lp(X)
‖f‖Lp(X)
,(1.1)
which may equals infinity if Vq,J ’s are not uniformly bounded on Lp(R;X).
However by the result in [6] that when X is a UMD lattice, Vq,J ’s are indeed
uniformly bounded on Lp(R;X), CX(A) is finite for UMD lattice X.
The result is stated as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Let 1 < p <∞ and 2 < q <∞. Let X be a Ko¨the function
space with X∗ norming such that X is r-convex for some large r, and X is
not s-convex for any s, r < s <∞. Then there exist a constant C > 0 such
that CX(A) ≥ Cr1/q/cr, where cr is the constant of r-convexity of X.
In particular, we have CLr(R)(A) ≥ Cr1/q which tends to infinity as r
tends to infinity.
Note that if q =∞, the variation operator reduces to the maximal oper-
ator, and Theorem 1.2 gives no new information. The formulation and the
proof of this result is partially motivated by the work [4] by Harboure et al.
3Recall that a Banach lattice X is said to have the Hardy-Littlewood (H.L.)
property if there exists some 1 < p < ∞ such that the operators MJ are
uniformly bounded in Lp(R;X). See [2] and the references therein for more
information on this property. Theorem 1.1 imlies that the H.L. property
can not ensure the uniformly Lp(X)-boundedness of q-variation. While the
UMD property of Banach lattice X is sufficient for the uniformly Lp(X)-
boundedness of q-variation with 2 < q <∞ from the result in [5] mentioned
previously. It is interesting to know whether the UMD property of X is
also necessary for the uniformly Lp(X)-boundedness of q-variation for all
2 < q <∞. Until the moment of writing the paper, we have no idea about
this.
We will show Theorem 1.1 in Section 3. Theorem 1.2 will be proved in
Section 4. One intermediate step will be shown in Section 2.
Throughout this paper, by C we always denote a positive constant that
may vary from line to line.
2. Reduction
In this section, we will reduce the statements in Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 for
the q-variation associated to the differential averages to similar statements
for the one associated to the heat semigroup on the real line.
Let {e−t∆}t>0 be the heat semigroup on R and {Ht}t>0 be the associ-
ated kernels. It is well-known that Ht(x) = 1/
√
tH(x/
√
t), with H(x) =
1/
√
4πe−|x|
2/4. Let H = {Ht}t>0. Denote the corresponding q-variation by
Vq,J(H).
In this section, X is assumed to be a Ko¨the function space on a measure
space (Ω, ν). Thus any X-valued measurable function on R can be viewed
as a measurable function on R×X. Then similar to the definition of CX(A),
for fixed 1 < p <∞ and 2 < q <∞, we can define CX(H).
The main result of this section is formulated as follows, which is a variant
of Lemma 2.4 in [3].
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a Ko¨the function space on a measure space (Ω, ν)
having Fatou property. Then there exists a positive constant C such that
CX(H) ≤ CCX(A).
Proof. Set h(|x|) = H(x), then h(t) is trivially differentiable and∫ ∞
0
|h′(t)|tdt = C <∞.
Note that
h(s) = −
∫ ∞
s
h′(t)dt = −
∫ ∞
0
χ[s,∞)(t)h′(t)dt.
Hence we have
H(x) = −
∫ ∞
0
χ[s,∞)(|x|)h′(t)dt.
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Fix a X-valued function f on R, Atf can be viewed as function on R×Ω.
Let At(x) = 1/tχ[−t,t](x), Atf can be rewritten as
Atf(x, ω) = At ∗ f(x, ω).
Then
Hs(x) =
1√
s
H
( |x|√
s
)
= −
∫ ∞
0
1
t
√
s
χ[0,t]
( |x|√
s
)
h′(t)tdt
= −
∫ ∞
0
At
√
s(x)h
′(t)tdt.
Consequently,
Hsf(x, ω) = −
∫ ∞
0
At
√
sf(x, ω)h
′(t)tdt.
Fix a finite subset J ⊂ R+, we have
Vq,J(H)f(x, ω) = sup
{sj}⊂J
(∑
j
|Hsjf(x, ω)−Hsj+1f(x, ω)|q
)1/q
≤ sup
{sj}⊂J
(∑
j
|
∫ ∞
0
(At√sjf(x, ω)−At√sj+1f(x, ω))h′(t)tdt|q
)1/q
≤ sup
{sj}⊂J
∫ ∞
0
(∑
j
|At√sjf(x, ω)−At√sj+1f(x, ω)|q
)1/q|h′(t)|tdt
≤
∫ ∞
0
sup
{sj}⊂J
(∑
j
|At√sjf(x, ω)−At√sj+1f(x, ω)|q
)1/q|h′(t)|tdt
≤ sup
J
Vq,J(A)f(x, ω) ·
∫ ∞
0
|h′(t)|tdt ≤ C sup
J
Vq,J(A)f(x, ω).
Using this pointwise estimates, we obtain the desired result. 
By Lemma 2.1, in order to prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove
CL∞(R)(H) ≥M ; ∀M > 0.(2.1)
Indeed, suppose Theorem 1.1 were not true, i.e. CL∞(R)(A) < ∞, then by
Lemma 2.1, CL∞(R)(H) <∞ which contradict with (2.1).
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
This section is devoted to the proof of (2.1), hence finishes the proof of
Theorem 1.1. Let a > 1. Define the functions
G =
−1∑
k=−∞
(−1)k+1χ[ak,ak+1).
The following estimate, which is the (2.2) in [1], is the starting point of the
proof.
5Lemma 3.1. We can find some a > 1 such that there exist C > 0 and
j0 ∈ N satisfying
|Ha−2jG(0) −Ha−2(j+1)G(0)| ≥ C(3.1)
for all j ≥ j0.
Now we are at a position to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof. We define a function on R× R
G˜(x, y) = G(x− y)χ[−1,1](y).
It is easy to check that G 6= 0 only if −1 < x < 2, and whence
‖G˜‖Lp(L∞) = ‖ sup
y∈[−1,1]
G˜(·, y)‖p ≤ 31/p.
As a consequence, for any j1 ≥ j0 which has appeared in Lemma 3.1, we
have
CL∞(R)(H) ≥ 3−1/p‖
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2j G˜−Ha−2(j+1)G˜|q
)1/q‖Lp(L∞).
It is easy to verify that
Ha−2j G˜(x, y) =
∫
R
Ha−2j (x− z)G˜(z, y)dz
=
∫
R
Ha−2j (x− z)G(z − y)χ[−1,1](y)dz
=
∫
R
Ha−2j (x− y − z)G(z)χ[−1,1](y)dz
= Ha−2jG(x− y)χ[−1,1](y).
Note that whenever x ∈ (0, 1), the interval (x−1, x+1) contain the interval
[0, 1]. Therefore CL∞(R)(H) is not less than
3−1/p
( ∫ 1
0
sup
y∈(−1,1)
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2jG(x− y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(x− y)|q
)p/q
dx
)1/p
= 3−1/p
( ∫ 1
0
sup
y∈(x−1,x+1)
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)|q
)p/q
dx
)1/p
≥ 3−1/p
( ∫ 1
0
sup
y∈[0,1]
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)|q
)p/q
dx
)1/p
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On the other hand, changing the variable, for every z ∈ R,
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)|
=
1√
4π
∣∣∣∣ 1a−j
∫
R
e−|y−z|
2/4a−2jG(z)dz − 1
a−(j+1)
∫
R
e−|y−z|
2/4a−2(j+1)G(z)dz
∣∣∣∣
=
1√
4π
∣∣∣∣(−1)j
∫
R
e−u
2/4g(u+ a−jy)χ[0,a−j)(u+ a
−jy)du
−(−1)j+1
∫
R
e−u
2/4g(u+ a−(j+1)y)χ[0,a−(j+1))(u+ a
−(j+1)y)du
∣∣∣∣ .
Observe that when t tends to 0,∫
R
e−u
2/4g(u + t)χ[0,B)(u+ t)du→
∫
R
e−u
2/4g(u)χ[0,B)(u)du
uniformly in B ∈ (0,∞). Hence, for all j0 ≤ j ≤ j1, y → 0 implies
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)| → |Ha−2jG(0) −Ha−2(j+1)G(0)|
Thus, there exists δ > 0 such that for all |y| < δa−(j1+1) and all j0 ≤ j ≤ j1,
we have
|Ha−2jG(y) −Ha−2(j+1)G(y)| ≥
1
2
|Ha−2jG(0) −Ha−2(j+1)G(0)|.(3.2)
Finally, by Lemma 3.1, we obtain
CL∞(R)(H) ≥ 3−1/p sup
y∈[0,1]
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)|q
)1/q
≥ 3−1/pC
2
(j1 − j0) ≥M,
for any M > 0, provided that j1 is taken big enough. This finishes the proof
of (2.1), hence of Theorem 1.1. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
The starting point of the proof is the following proposition, which is The-
orem 1.2 in the case X = Lr(R).
Proposition 4.1. Let 1 < p < ∞ and 2 < q < ∞. Then there exist a
constant C > 0 such that CLr(R)(A) ≥ Cr1/q.
The proof is postponed to the next section. The proof of Theorem 1.2
is divided into two steps. The first step is to deduce Cℓr(A) ≥ Cr1/q from
CLr(R)(A) ≥ Cr1/q which is Proposition 4.1; The second step is to show
CX(A) ≥ Cr1/q/cr from Cℓr(A) ≥ Cr1/q using Proposition 3.11 of [4]. We
state this proposition here for convenience.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a Ko¨the function space with X∗ norming such that
X is r-convex for some r, 1 < r < ∞ and X is not s-convex for any s,
7r < s < ∞. Then given ε and a positive integer m, there exists a sequence
{ei}mi=1 of pairwise disjoint elements of X such that
(1− ε)
m∑
i=1
bri ≤
∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
biei
∥∥∥∥∥
r
X
≤ crr
m∑
i=1
bri(4.1)
holds for any sequence {bi}mi=1 of non negative scalars and cr is the constant
of r-convexity of X.
Now let us give the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof. (i) Cℓr(A) ≥ Cr1/q. Since the set
S = {f =
m∑
k=1
( n∑
j=1
ajkχFj(x)
)
χEk(y) : ajk ∈ C, Fj ⊂ R , Ek ⊂ R disjoint}
is dense in Lp(R;Lr(R)), by the definition of CLr(R)(A), we can find some J
and f ∈ S such that
‖Vq,J(A)f‖Lp(Lr) ≥ Cr1/q‖f‖Lp(Lr).
For f in the form in S, we define a ℓr-valued function f˜ on R as
f˜(x) = {|Ek|1/r
n∑
j=1
ajkχFj (x)}mk=1.
Then the desired estimate follows from the two identities
‖f˜‖Lp(ℓr) = ‖f‖Lp(Lr),
and
‖Vq,J(A)f˜‖Lp(ℓr) = ‖Vq,J(A)f‖Lp(Lr).
Let us just explain the latter equality, since the first one is proved in a
similar way. Denote
∑n
j=1 ajkχFj(x) by Fjk(x). Fix x ∈ R, by the fact that
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Ek’s are disjoint,
‖Vq,J(A)f(x, ·)‖rLr =
∫
R
sup
{ti}⊂J
(∑
i
|Atif(x, y)−Ati+1f(x, y)|q
) r
q dy
=
∫
R
sup
{ti}⊂J
(∑
i
|
m∑
k=1
(Ati −Ati+1)Fjk(x)χEk(y)|q
) r
q dy
=
m∑
k=1
∫
R
sup
{ti}⊂J
(∑
i
|(Ati −Ati+1)Fjk(x)χEk(y)|q
) r
q dy
=
m∑
k=1
|Ek| sup
{ti}⊂J
(∑
i
|(Ati −Ati+1)Fjk(x)|q
) r
q
=
∥∥∥∥∥
{
sup
{ti}⊂J
(∑
i
||Ek|
1
r (Ati −Ati+1)Fjk(x)|q
) 1
q
}m
k=1
∥∥∥∥∥
r
ℓr
= ‖Vq,J(A)f˜‖rℓr .
(ii) CX(A) ≥ Cr1/q/cr. Similarly, by density argument, we can find some
J and f ∈ Lp(R; ℓr) of the form
f(x) =
{
fk(x)
}m
k=1
, with fk ∈ Lp(R)
such that
‖Vq,J(A)f‖Lp(ℓr) ≥ Cr1/q‖f‖Lp(ℓr).
Fix x ∈ R. Take ε = 1/2, by Lemma 4.2, there exists a sequence {ek}mk=1 of
pairwise disjoint elements of X such that∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
k=1
fk(x)ek
∥∥∥∥∥
r
X
≤ crr
m∑
k=1
f rk (x) = c
r
r‖f(x)‖rℓr
and
1
2
‖Vq,J(A)f(x)‖rℓr =
1
2
m∑
k=1
(Vq,J(A)fk(x))r ≤
∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
k=1
(Vq,J(A)fk(x))ek
∥∥∥∥∥
r
X
.
Now defineX-valued function f˜(x) =
∑m
k=1 fk(x)ek, using the disjoint prop-
erty of ek’s, it is easy to check that
‖Vq,J(A)f˜(x)‖X =
∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
k=1
(Vq,J(A)fk(x))ek
∥∥∥∥∥
X
.
To conclude, using the result obtained in first step, we deduce that
‖Vq,J(A)f˜‖Lp(X) ≥ 2−1/r‖Vq,J(A)f‖Lp(ℓr)
≥ 2−1/rCr1/q‖f‖Lp(ℓr) ≥ Cr1/q/cr‖f˜‖Lp(X),
which implies the desired estimate. 
95. Proof of Proposition 4.1
As in section 2, by Lemma 2.1, to prove Proposition 4.1, it suffices to
prove
CLrR(H) ≥ Cr1/q.(5.1)
Now we adapt the previous argument for the proof of (2.1) to the proof of
(5.1). Let us explain it.
Proof. Take the function G˜ as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. It is easy to
check that
‖G˜‖Lp(Lr) ≤ 21/r31/p.
As a consequence, for any j1 ≥ j0 which has appeared in Lemma 3.1, we
have
CLr(R)(H) ≥ 2−1/r3−1/p‖
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2j G˜−Ha−2(j+1)G˜|q
)1/q‖Lp(Lr).
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we arrive at the step that CLr(R)(H) is not
less than
2−1/r3−1/p

∫ 1
0
( ∫ 1
0
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)|q
)r/q
dy
)p/r
dx


1/p
.
Now using the estimate (3.2) for all |y| < δa−(j1+1) and all j0 ≤ j ≤ j1, we
get
CLr(R)(H) ≥ 2−1/r3−1/p
( ∫ 1
0
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)|q
)r/q
dy
)1/r
≥ 2−1/r3−1/p
( ∫ δa−(j1+1)
0
( j1∑
j=j0
|Ha−2jG(y)−Ha−2(j+1)G(y)|q
)r/q
dy
)1/r
≥ 2−1/r3−1/pC
2
(j1 − j0)
1
q (δa−(j1+1))1/r =
C
2
3−1/p(
δ
2a
)1/ra−j1/r(j1 − j0)1/q.
Taking j1 = [r]j0, note that (δ/2a)
1/r → 1 and a−j1/r → a−j0 as r → ∞.
Therefore, we obtain the desired result, i.e. for large r, we have
CLr(R)(H) ≥ Cr1/q.

Proposition 4.1 should be compared to the following similar behaviour of
Hilbert transform.
Proposition 5.1. For any 1 < p < ∞, there exist a positive constant C
such that
‖H‖Lp(R;Lr(R))→Lp(R;Lr(R)) ≥ Cr(5.2)
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for sufficiently large r.
On the other hand, it is trivial that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal func-
tion satisfies
‖M‖Lp(R;Lr(R))→Lp(R;Lr(R)) ≥ C.
Hence the q variation operator can be regarded as an operator between
singular integral operators and maximal operator.
Proposition 5.1 should have been known somewhere, but we do not find
it in any literature. Hence we give a proof here.
Proof. We will consider the function on R× R
F (x, y) = f(x− y)χ[−1,1](y)
with f = χ[0,1) defined on R. Then it is easy to check that F 6= 0 only if
−1 < x < 2, and
‖F‖Lp(Lr) ≤ 21/r31/p.
Hence
‖H‖Lp(Lr)→Lp(Lr) ≥ 2−1/r3−1/p‖H(F )‖Lp(Lr).
On the other hand, it is easy to check that
HF (x, y) = Hf(x− y)χ[−1,1](y).
Therefore using the fact that (0, 1) ⊂ (x− 1, x+ 1) whenever x ∈ (0, 1), we
get
‖HF‖Lp(Lr) ≥
(∫ 1
0
(∫ 1
−1
|Hf(x− y)|rdy
)p/r
dx
)1/p
=
(∫ 1
0
(∫ x+1
x−1
|Hf(y)|rdy
)p/r
dx
)1/p
≥
(∫ 1
0
(∫ 1
0
|Hf(y)|rdy
)p/r
dx
)1/p
= ‖Hf‖Lr([0,1]).
Using the fact that Hilbert transform is a principle value, that is
Hf(x) = lim
ε→0
∫
|x−y|>ε
1
x− yf(y)dy.
It is easy to conclude by the cancelation condition of the kernel p.v.1/x that
for any 0 < x < 1/2,
Hf(x) =
∫ 1
2x
1
x− ydy = ln
x
1− x.
Consequently, for large M > 0 and 0 < x ≤ e−M ,
|Hf(x)| = ln 1− x
x
≥ 1
2
ln
1
x
≥ M
2
,
11
whence
‖Hf‖Lr([0,1]) ≥ ‖Hf‖Lr([0,e−M ]) ≥
M
2
e−M/r.
Taking M = r, we conclude that
‖H‖Lp(Lr)→Lp(Lr) ≥ 2−1/r3−1/p(2e)−1r
which implies the desired estimate (5.2). 
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